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1Spotlight on Jafra Waste Management Teams

One of the most important missions for the Jafra Foundation is to keep the
Palestinian refugee camps and neighborhoods clean and safe for children to play, 
as well as for the inhabitants’ health in general. In February, we wanted to honor all 
our team members working tirelessly everyday in Lebanon and Syria.

For further details, see:     
https://www.facebook.com/370772236322342/posts/4799939213405600/
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Over its different locations in Lebanon, Jafra keeps teaching women the principles 
of food production for large quantities. While training, cooking recipes are made 
and then monthly distributed to some selected neighborhood’s families. 

For further details, see:     
https://www.facebook.com/370772236322342/posts/4762876477111874/

Jafra Produces and Distributes Food



3Football for All

Football is a well appreciated sport at the Jafra Foundation. The several teams are 
actively training and are always happy to compete partners’ organizations’ teams. 
In February, we welcomed a brand new team in Burj el Barajneh camp; the Jafra 
first female football team.

For further details, see:     
https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/children-and-youth-sport-in-palestinian-refu-
gee-camps/



4Children Needing Special Attention are Welcome in Qudsaya

Sometimes, some children need a bit more attention than others to enter the school 
system and keep learning as their classmates do. Qudsaya Jafra center always puts 
an eye on them for a more specific guidance. Working with kindness and positivity 
generally gives back self-confidence to our young fellows so they thrive. 

For further details, see:     
https://www.facebook.com/370772236322342/posts/4763875043678684/
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Jafra wants underline the importance of reading and keeping the Arabic language 
in use not only on the 21th of February but every day. Jafra storyteller is part of the 
actions to invite young people staying in touch with their language and attracting 
them to read.

For further details, see:     
https://www.facebook.com/370772236322342/posts/4810389322360589/
https://www.facebook.com/Jafra.Foundation/photos
/a.373749922691240/4793745224024999/

 

Honoring our Language with our Storyteller Help



Check our platforms

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Jafra.Foundation 
https://www.instagram.com/jafra.foundation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jafra-foundation
https://twitter.com/jafra_sy

